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DIFFERENTIAL DIMENSION POLYNOMIALS OF

FINITELY GENERATED EXTENSIONS

WILLIAM SIT1

Abstract. Let § = SXij],..., n„> be a finitely generated extension of a

differential field 9 with m derivative operators. Let d be the differential

dimension of â over W. We show that the numerical polynomial

can be viewed as the differential dimension polynomial of certain

extensions. We then give necessary and sufficient conditions for this

numerical polynomial to be zero. An invariant (minimal) differential

dimension polynomial for the extension S over 3F is defined and extensions

for which this invariant polynomial is dix£,M) are characterised.

Let § be a finitely generated differential field extension of a differential

field 3F of characteristic zero with a set A of m commuting derivative

operators 8X,... ,8m. Let n = (n„ . . ., n„) be a fixed set of generators of §

over <5, that is, § = ^(r\x,..., tj„). The differential dimension polynomial

uv/<^X) was first defined by Kolchin [1] and has the property that for

sufficiently large natural numbers s, uv/<£s) is the transcendence degree over

5" of the field extension generated by all derivatives of n,,..., tj„ of order up

to and including s. The polynomial <o7|/g(Ar) carries with it certain differential

birational invariants of the extension § over W. Writing

<v*(*)-2 4XV\i-O v ' '

these well-known invariants are am (the differential dimension d of § over ^),

t (the degree of uv/<j(X), called the differential type of § over <$) and aT (the

typical differential dimension of % over (¿F). Several works in differential

algebra are concerned with various properties of the differential dimension

polynomial or bounds on the coefficients. See for example Kolchin [1],

Johnson [2], [3], Lando [4], Tomasovic [5] and Sit [6], [7].

In this paper, we shall give an interpretation of the numerical polynomial

"^X)-d{Xmm\
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which we henceforth denote by ßv/^(X). We also show that a necessary and

sufficient condition for ßn^X) to be zero is that the defining differential

ideal of tj be generated by differential polynomials of order zero. Finally we

shall restate the well-ordering theorem in [7] in the context of differential

algebra, introduce an invariant differential dimension polynomial for the

extension § over 9 and discuss briefly some of its properties.

Proposition 1. Suppose tj,, . . ., v\dform a differential transcendence basis of

§ over 9. Then

wHi+i.n,/9<n,.m>(X) < #,/?(*)■

Proof. If d = 0, uv/^(X) = ßv/^(X) and there is nothing to prove. Assume

d > 1. As usual, let 0 (resp. @(s), s E N) be the set of all 9 = 8xe> ■ • ■ 8£

with (ex, . . . , em) E Nm (resp. all such 9 with ex + • • • + em < s). Denote

the families of elements

W»E8(,),kj<iW»Ee(»),U7<.   and   Wieew. </+!<;<»

respectively by T\, T2 and Tsy For sufficiently big s E N, we have

<-^+I.*/*<-,„.... *>(*) = * defeo,.*>^<fli. • • •. ^>(r3)

< tr deg^rj)^^, P3)

= tr degsrrj)?^)

= tr deg^ 9(F2) - tr deg#(^)

-«W)-'('V)

Corollary. Leí t = deg /L,/^. Suppose tj„ . . . , nd is a differential trans-

cendence basis of § over 9. Then the differential type of § over 9(t¡x, . . . , n¿)

is   < t a«c/ // /f  is t, then the typical differential dimension of §   over

Theorem 1. 77iere ex/'ito a differential transcendence basis n„ . . . , f\d (after

permuting the r\s if necessary) of § over 9 such that

Ury+., ifc/^iJi.vAX ) = ßr,/$ (X )'

Proof. We fix an orderly ranking in 9{yx, . . . ,yn) and let p be the

defining differential ideal of 17,, . . . , t/„ in 9{yx, . . . ,yn). Let A be a

characteristic set of p. For each/ (1 < / < n) let E} denote the set of lattice

points (ex, . . . , em) E Nm such that ôf1 • • • S^yj is a leader of an element of

A. It was shown in [1, Chapter II, Theorem 6] that

«,(*) = Í   «*(*).
y'-l

where deg co£.(A) < m if £, ^ 0 and w^LY) = (*+") if Ej = 0. Since «„(A")

= (¿n(X) = d(x+m) + terms of degree less than m, we conclude that Ej = 0
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for precisely d indices, say for j — I,..., d, and that the leader of any

element of A is a derivative of some yk (d < k < n). It follows that

i) !,..., Tjrf form a differential transcendence basis of § over 5". By

Proposition 1, it suffices to show that for sufficiently large s,

ßr,/9(s) = trdeg^ri)^(r2)

< tr deg,<,.„>#<% ..., ifcXr*)

(for definitions of T% see proof of Proposition 1).

Suppose for some large s, the above inequality does not hold, that is, that

there exists a set B of derivatives of yd+x,..., yn of order < s such that

(vivïïveB ¡s algebraically independent over ^(Tsx) but not algebraically

independent over <3(r>x, . . . , tj¿>. Let q be the smallest natural number k

such that (v(t]))veB is algebraically dependent over ^(r*). Then q > s and

there exists an f E (S(rix)[(v)veB], /^0, which vanishes at (ü(i)))üEB.

Clearing the denominators off, we get a nonzero differential polynomial

such that F(tj) = 0. Choose such a P with lowest rank possible. Then the

leader uP of P must be of the form 9xyk with ord 9X = q and 1 < k < d.

Moreover, since the séparant SP of P has lower rank than P, SP(-q) ¥= 0.

Write P = ^gMM where M runs over a finite set T of monomials in the

indeterminates (v)v£B and for all M, gM =£ 0 and gM E ^[(9yj)eeBiq% \<J<d].

Clearly, gM is reduced with respect to A. By [1, Proposition 2, p. 80], there

exist differential polynomials (M')MeT reduced with respect to A and of rank

no higher than the highest of the ranks of (M)Mer (and hence certainly of

lower rank than uP) and there exists H & p (H being a product of initials and

séparants of A G A) such that for all MET,

HM = M'   mod[A].

It follows that the differential polynomial P' = Swer gMM' is reduced with

respect to A. Furthermore, P E p and HP = P' mod[A] so that P' G p.

Since p contains no nonzero element reduced with respect to A, P' = 0.

Now, dM'/duP = 0 and dM/duP = 0. Hence

HSP = H-   2     ~--M
MeT    auP

= 2     1T--M'    mod[A]
m%t   9"/> L

= -—     mod[Al
ôuP L   J

= 0   mod [A].

Thus HSP E p and SP E p. This contradicts SP (tj) ¥= 0 and proves the

theorem.

Theorem 2. Let i\x, . . . , % be elements in an extension of §', let V be a set
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of derivatives of yx, . . . ,y„ and for jEN, let V(s) be the elements of V of

order < s. Suppose for some t E N, we have

(1) 9((9i}j)e&B(l)t x<j<n) is algebraic over 9((v(t}))vey{l)) and

(2) there is a 8 E A such that (v(r¡))vey^)uSy^ is algebraically independent

over 9.

Then 9(t]x, . . . , tj„) is algebraic over 9((v(t}))vSV(q)). In particular, if

Card V(0) = k, then Card V(t) < k(+m) and coVg(A") < k(x+m).

Proof. We first show that 9(r¡x, . . ., n„) is algebraic over 9(v(-q)veV(<i)).

Let h be the smallest natural number s such that f((ft|,)ise(,), \<j<n) is

algebraic over 9((v(7]))v£V(s)). Then h < t. If h = 0, there is nothing to

prove. Suppose h > 1, we shall show that this would lead to a contradiction.

By our choice of h, for some derivative w E U]=\®(h — l)yy — V(h — 1),

h>(t;) is not algebraic over 9((v(r)))v£V{h_X)). There exists an/ = ^ei=0g¡X' E

9[V(h), X] such that

(i) gi E 9[ V(h)], ge * 0 and (g0, . . . , ge) = 1,

(ii) ge((v(ri))vey(h)) xf((v(-n))veV{h), X) is the minimal (monic) polynomial

of h>(ti) over 9((v(tl))v^y(h)),

(iii) for some derivative u E V(h) — V(h - 1), df/du ^= 0.

For  any  g E 9{yx, . . . ,yn)[X]   denote   dg/du   by  g'.   We   claim   that

/'(("(i))lSW^W)^.

Suppose the contrary were true. From (iii) and the assumption that

(v(v))vev(h) are algebraically independent over 9, it would follow that

f'((v(v))ve v(h)> X) is a nonzero polynomial of degree < e in

^(("(^cecwPltnat vanishes at w(r¡). Hence for some o E 9((v(r}))vey(h)),

o ^ 0, we have

*/((°0»)).,6,w*) =/'((^)U ««'*)•

Equating coefficients of A", we have for / = 0, . . . , e

«*((«(i)).6Ftt)) = «;((cw)(ej'

In particular, g¡¥=0 implies g\ =£ 0. Moreover,

»((B(l)).e K«) ¿(("WIeJ = *f(0>00).e ̂̂ ((»(''»ce K(«)

and hence g¡g'e = g/ge. Since deg ge > deg g¿, there would be an irreducible

factor of ge that divides g¡ for every / with g, ^ 0. This would contradict

assumption (i) on/. Thus our claim is established.

Now we differentiate the relation f((v(r¡))vfEy(h), w(r¡)) = 0 with respect to

8. We have

2      | ((o(n)).e m), -(n)) • »(i,) + /* ((o(n))oe ,(A), w(n))
üGK(A)

+ 9^ ((«^»„e vw w<^)) • Sw(v) = 0,

where /5 is the polynomial obtained by applying 8 to each coefficient of /. By
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our claim,

8u(V) e i-((t>(n)).ew (fewu«»,..' w^> 8w^y

Since both vv(tj) and 8w(i>) are algebraic over

n(»(v))venhy(8v(v))cev<h)^u),

so is fSw(Tj). This contradicts the algebraic independence hypothesis in the

theorem. Thus h = 0 and we have proved the first part of the theorem.

Permuting the tj's if necessary, let F(0) consist of tj„ . . . , f]k. For any

s E]S,9' E @(s), 9' ¥= 1 and 1 < j < n, we have

and hence

trdeg*f((fy),6e(i)1<y<J = trdeg^((%)S6e(j),U(<,) < *(' + w).

The inequalities stated in the theorem now follow trivially.

Corollary 1. Let tj ,,..., tj„ 6e elements of an extension of 'S. Then

^/4X) = d(xtm)ifandonlyif

(*) diff dir% ^<ij„ . . . , T/n> = tr degg: f (t/„ . . ., n„) = d.

Proof. Suppose (*) holds. Let r>x, . . . ,rjd (renumbering if necessary) be a

differential transcendence basis of ^(n,, . . . , rj„> over F. Then

^(t/,, . . . , t]n) is algebraic over ^(rix, . . . ,r}d) and as shown in the proof of

Theorem 2, ̂ ¿X) = rf(*¿").

Conversely suppose to7)/g(A') = ¿/(*+m). Then

diff dimef 5"<(i)i, • • . , nn) = d.

Let T),, . .., t]d be a differential transcendence basis. Applying Theorem 2 to

the set V consisting of derivatives (9yj)geQ \<J<d we see that ^(t/], . . . , tj„) is

algebraic over ^(t,,, . . . , J]d). Hence tr deg^ ^(tj,, . . . , rj„) = d.

Corollary 2. Let p be a prime differential ideal in ^{yx, . . . ,y„) and

suppose o39(X) = d(x+m). Then p = {p0} where to0 = to n $[yx, ...,y„] is a

prime ideal of dimension d.

Remark. This is a converse of a result of Kolchin [1, Chapter IV, §17,

Proposition 10].

Proof. Clearly p0 is a prime ideal. Let 17 = (r/„ . .., tj„) be a generic zero

of p. Then 17 is a generic zero of to0, and hence by Corollary 1, dim p0 = d. By

Kolchin's result mentioned in the remark, {to0} is a prime differential ideal

with

o>{Vo)/,(X) = d{X+mm).

Since {p0) c to and wp(X) = d(x+m), we have {B0} = to.

We now restate the well-ordering theorem from [7] and use it to introduce

an invariant differential dimension polynomial for the extension % over ÍF.

First we recall some notations.
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A subset V of Nm (when Nm is considered as an ordered set relative to the

product order induced by the usual order on N) is initial if for every v,

v' E Nm such that v' < v, v E V implies v' E V. For such V, it was shown

that there exists a numerical polynomial uy(X) such that for every

sufficiently large s E N, uy(s) is the number of points (vx, . . . , vm) E V with

€>, + ••• + vm < i. If Y is a finite sequence Vx,.. ., V„ of initial subsets

V¡ E Nm, the numerical polynomial of Y was defined to be

COcy = wy  + • • •  + coK.

Now given a differential prime ideal p in 9{yx,. . . ,y„), an orderly ranking

of the derivatives and a characteristic set A of p relative to the given ranking,

we may define Vj (1 < j < n) as the set of lattice points (vx,. .., vm) E Nm

such that 8X> • • • fi^y. is not a derivative of the leader of any element of A.

Clearly Vj is initial and if Ej is the set of lattice points (ex,..., em) E Nm for

which of1 • • • 8%yj is a derivative of the leader of an element of A, then

uEj = &y by definition [1, p. 51]. Thus cop = coT with Y - {P}}*-!- The

theorem below then is a direct consequence of Proposition 5 in [7].

Theorem 3. Lef ñ be the set of differential dimension polynomials u>vfor some

p, where p « a differential prime ideal in a differential polynomial ring in a finite

number of differential indeterminates over some differential field with a finite set

of commuting derivative operators. Then fi is well-ordered with respect to the

order: wp < u# if and only if(¿v(s) < u#(s) for all sufficiently large s E N.

Definition. For any finitely generated differential extension § of 9, we

define wê/^X) = min co^/g(A) where the minimum is taken over all finite

families r/ of generators of § over 9.

Example. If § is a pure differential transcendental extension of differential

dimension d over 9, then ug/^(X) = d(x+m).

Theorem 4. Suppose cog/g{A) = d(x+m). Then for any family tj =

(n,, . . . , r/„) that generates § over 9, <¿n/<^X) = us/^X) if and only if

tr degç 9(-qx, . . ., r)„) = d. For such r¡, the defining differential ideal of r\ over

9 is generated by differential polynomials of order zero. In particular, § is an

algebraic extension of a pure differential transcendental extension of differential

dimension d over 9.

Proof. Theorem 4 follows from the corollaries of Theorem 2.

Finally we give another equivalent definition of u§/^(X) using Theorem 1.

Let tj generate S over 9 and let r/° be a subfamily of tj that forms a

differential transcendence basis of S over 9. Let r/1 be the complementary

subfamily. Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 then show that

ßv/v(x) =ma,x ^,./i<„«>(A')
v

and if we define ßs/^(X) = min, ßn/<£X) then

o>§/cF(X) = d(X + m) + ß@/ef(X).
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